TurkeyForTreatment
Your Guide for Medical Treatment in Turkey

You are looking for a treatment abroad...
We know that it is quite difficult to make a decision, especially when it comes to your or your
loved ones’ health and getting treatment abroad. It’s not a decision to be taken alone, without
the consent of a medical professional. You and your family probably have doubts.
If you have the approval of a physician, preferably, your treating physician who knows you the
best, you must contact other experienced consultants or organizations in that field.
During your researches, you may be confused with the choices of plenty of physicians, hospitals,
and medical technologies.
Remed is here to be your and your phisician’s expert guide on your complicated path to
decide among the best options regarding the budget and the quality.
But as you know, the decision is only the starting point of the process. We collaborate with you,
your consultants and/or your physician to plan and organize your travel, your accommodation
and your treatment process in details. We pick you up from the airport, accompany to your
hospital, assist you and your companions during all your medical treatment process as well as
the post-treatment period, until your return home. We’re also a point of contact for your family
members who need information about you while you’re here in Turkey, even after your return
home for any further questions.

We can take care of every detail and leave you with a peace of mind…

Remed

What is
TurkeyForTreatment ?
TurkeyForTreatment is an exclusive service package for treatment abroad operations within
Turkey, offered to international patients by Remed Assistance.
TurkeyForTreatment program is designed to facilitate the Medical Tourism Patients from
European, Baltic, Russian Federation, Eastern countries and Africa who seek different medical
travel options to Turkey.
In order to make your medical treatment a pleasant experience, Remed Assistance guides you
through the entire process by offering you a Treatment Plan through its profound evaluation of
leading healthcare facilities in Turkey equipped with the best standards of quality care,
technological infrastructure and healthcare professionals.
Based on the assesment of your individual needs, plans and budget, Remed also arranges
complete packages of meet & greet services, accommodation and translation services for a
stress free medical travel to Turkey.

Medical Tourism
Facts about Turkey
Turkey has experienced one of the highest levels of economic growth in the EuroMediterranean zone over the last few years. It has taken advantage of this growth to make
investments in health sector.
Therefore, several ultra-modern clinics have opened their doors, often in association with
prestigious American or European universities, such as Harvard Medical School and John
Hopkins Hospital.

Medical Infrastructure

60 Medical Schools
30.116 Medical Institutions In Total.
1.517

Inpatient Hospitals.

28.599 Outpatient Hospitals.
202.031Hospital Beds In Total.*
129.772 Doctors.

Very developed pharmaceutical industry
Policies concerning the transformation of
medical services since 2003
High tech hospitals that have special
agreements with US hospitals,
50 Medical Institutions accredited by JCI**:
the third country with highest number of
accredit hospitals in the world

*Ministry of Health

**JCI- Accredited Organizations/Turkey

Promoting medical tourism in Turkey has been the state policy and is continuously supported by
several official bodies such as Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Tourism and Culture
and Turkish Airlines.
The number of medical travellers to Turkey in 2015 reached to 300.000 patients with a turnover
of 3 billion USD.

Advantages Of Turkey For Medical Travel


Geographical location



Easy access by direct flights



Medical scientific infrastructure



Touristic infrastructure



Welcoming culture and hospitality



Relevance between treatment costs and quality



Visa facilities

Our Services
For An Excellent Treatment
Experience In Turkey
Remed provides everything you may need from one single stop: advice for planning your health
trip, tailor made package offers with treatment plan options, comprehensive complementary
services and many more…
To ensure your satisfaction Remed will accompany you during your entire stay in Turkey.
According to your preferences your package contains services such as:

1-Pre Travel Arrangements
Counselling and Advice for Your Treatment in Turkey
Individualized Treatment Plan with Options
Travel and Stay Arrangements in Turkey
Visa Arrangements

2-In Turkey
Second Medical Opinion

Home Care Services

Personal Assistance

Air Ambulance

Translation Services

Complimentary Services

In City Transfers

Remed Is
The Right Partner in Turkey!
Find Out Why?
For a high quality and stress-free experience in Turkey, Remed Assistance provides you with
the guidance throughout your entire treatment process.

1 Profound Experience
Remed has vast multidisciplinary experience across the realm of healthcare services in Turkey
since 1993. The total number of patients that Remed assisted in Turkey so far outreached 1
million from all over the world.
Due to this experience Remed can provide you with the best options while planning your
treatment.

2 Exceptional Know How
Involving in thousands of different case stories for many years, from various medical treatment
procedures and different international patients provided Remed with a unique know how both
technical and medical vise. Remed foresees and takes necessary actions even before you face
any complication during your stay and treatment process.

3 Extensive Network
Remed Assistance handles more than 100.000 medical files a year for international tourists for
their regular assistance, repatriation, air ambulance and managed care needs. The Medical
facilities that qualify to be a part of Remed’s network have world-class facilities, advanced
infrastructure, state-of-the-art equipment and medical & surgical technologies. JCI
accreditation is a priority for Remed while choosing a facility for its network.

4 Unique Cost Advantage
The volume of its operations and long term relationships that Remed has been maintaining for
years enables Remed Assistance to collaborate with the best hospitals and physicians in Turkey
with special prices and exclusive diligence.

5 Total Independence
TurkeyForTreatment is a totally independent service offered by Remed Assistance. As opposed
to hospital representative agencies or marketing companies, Remed solely represents patients,
medical travel consultants and/or payer bodies-institutions seeking various possibilities of
medical travel programs in Turkey. For that reason patient’s interests is Remed’s top priority.
When evaluating the needs and building up the treatment plan, Remed offers its clients the
best possible options both by means of quality and cost among a large scale of availabilities.

6 One Stop Shop with Integrated Solutions
Remed Assistance consists of various divisions that provides numerous services in different
areas. This enables Remed to be a one stop shop for all your needs. You will not need to deal
with tens of companies and contact persons.
Remed Group incorporates:
-International Travel Agency which can include sightseeing and leisure options to boost your
satisfaction during your treatment.
-Ticket and Visa Department which can solve your flight and visa issues with special prices on
behalf of you.
-Medical Department consisting of specialized physicians and nurses who can give you
medical opinion and consultation even before you give your decision about the treatment
and guide you to decide on the best options.
-7/24 Multilingual Call Centers at 2 locations in Turkey
-Extensive Transfer Network including vip minivans; rent a cars, private jets and air ambulances

How Does “TurkeyForTreatment”
Exclusive Program
Work?
Before Arrival
1 – Application and Unique Identity Number: Once you apply to Remed Assistance our expert
operators create a file and provide you with the Unique Identification Number which will be
used to track all your treatment process from beginning to the end. It also lets you access a
private software.

2 – Info sharing: You share your medical reports, blood tests, x-rays, etc. by e-mail; fax or by
uploading them on the Remed software. Remed collects all your preferences and information
on your current condition.

3- Preliminary Evaluation and Treatment Plan: The medical department of Remed, consisting
of doctors with expertise in certain fields consult your files, get in touch with the most relevant
hospitals and clinics and set up the most convenient treatment plan for you considering the
best technical capabilities and most advantageous costs regarding your specific treatment.
You are provided with a detailed Treatment Plan in Turkey with several options.

4 – Travel and Accommodation Arrangements: Once you agree with the plan you were
offered, the assistance team organizes and suggests the most appropriate flight plans (regular
flight or air ambulance) after taking the opinion of medical directors.

On Arrival and Treatment Period
5- Personal Assistant: Remed provides you with a personal assistant to support you throughout
your entire stay in Turkey. Your PA will welcome you at the airport, give you all the necessary
information and guidance, help with the language issues and make sure your experience in
Turkey is smooth and peaceful.

6- Treatment Period Management: One of the important moments in your treatment period is
when an unexpected consequence arise. Remed stays in constant contact with the medical
teams of your treatment facility and follows all the medical procedures until your last day. If
you need to be transferred to a different medical facility due to an issue which arises during
your treatment Remed is able to react and adapt to make the necessary emergency
arrangements with its strong network all around Turkey.

7- Decision & Return Journey Organization: After the approval of the medical team, Remed
will organize your homeward bound. Remed will keep all patient information safe in order to
respond to any subsequent request.
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Week Days 9 AM - 6 PM (Cairo, GMT +2:00) (Russian , Arabic) + 2 02 2413 7300
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+ 90 212 371 07 67
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info@TurkeyForTreatment.com
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